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FOREWORD
li-
The present report is one of a series of two which define the post flight evaluation of a
series of ballistic flight test boundary layer transition ard turbulent heating data. Part
I presents the results of the boundary layer transition investigation. Part II presents
the results of the turbulent heating investigation (NASA CR 130251).
These reports document the work performed under Contract No. NASW-2234, for the
period June 1971 through October 1972. The investigation was conducted for National
Aeronautics and Space Administration Headquarters Division with Mr. Alfred Gessow
as the NASA technical monitor.
The authors wish to express their appreciation to the following General Electric Com-
pany personnel; Dr. F. Alyea, Mr. A. Birnbaum, Mr. T. Harper, Dr. C. Kyriss,
and Ms. E. Storer.
The authors also wish to express their appreciation to Dr. M. Morkovin for his helpful
discussion and comments pertaining to the transition data analysis and formulations.
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A Area
t .4
 C Pressure coefficient
P
' D Base Diameter
H Total enthalpy
\ h Altitude
h ,h Enthalpy, wall and recovery, respectively
w r
L Length
S" M Mach number
M Molecular weight of injectaut
Yr
i; m Integrated mass flow I ( pv) dAi W S
f m Normalized mass ratio m/(p u) ^ A -
v •
P Pressure
q Heat transfer rate
R "ody radius
RN Nose radius
i RM Unablated nose radius
f • °
R^j „ Stagnation region nose radius
»•' R.,' Ablated nose equivalent spherical radius
r—.
t . R Local unit Reynolds number[ G '
Rf. Free stream unit Reynolds number
coo
v
' S Wetted length
- r'- ±S Incremental wetted length
• "
 s
*r Stanton number Q/(PU) (H -t h )
•• j i • °° o w •
I I : T Temperature
i V» '
•i
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NOMENCLATURE (Continued)
ue Local edge velocity .-. : .
U Velocity
v
w Injectant velocity^ normal to wall : •; / - _::..-
x axial coordinate ...
« ; angle r f attack ... . • : :
 ; ..
"*£ re-entry path angle from horizontal '" '"'''" "' '"''"''
o -boundary layer thickness .•:: .•-. - , . - - . --,
«* boundary layer displacement thickness : -
e Boundary layer momentum thickness
 : .; . ., • ' . - . , : •
»c cone half angle • '
A
 OQ \ flV \ f /oo
A m (Mw . /MU,. .) where K is any number "air yinj • * : „ . . - . -
'»• ' viscosity '
f density
 ; '.." • • : . : ' , ' : • • . ' • ' • • - • - . : • • • • . - . • ; r . .2 ' -• =
o meridian angle " - - . • - . . - • • • • - - -
SUBSCRIPTS
B base
e conditions at boundary layer edge, " - L V ; '•''•r~ ' c'-tl-- cl :jo;j
i, . . - . .. . .• . -•.': '. I ;.•.-. re '.v v •..-: ••:. co, •r-'iau'.-'.-. M" ."::•>:'./.:•..-:-:i.-.'; i"r :'. L
E conditions at re-entry (h«75;- 9Q,km)ir ;. r r tr.^.si.ic:: if. to occv-. Th«-.- c.••:?. ',cr-
L. properties at length x ="L • ' • "<•" • - ' - ' '•'-''"•-' •'•'- ---f '^r .^r . or; .• T^?.CC c,;-, ::,;:c;^ r iv .u
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2RNf properties at lengths = 2RN| -,t a;Ui t;-., ctr,cr r<;.,-.-...--.: to IMC. loec! K.-i- -rc-o-'-r-.u-.-
S ' wetted length.•_.-.:.;;--:.- co.~rc->:'_-.:cr.c";. Tr.i.-? U.uor CDprcach £boulc co-niuer ^:s
Tf properties at the transition onset point "" - , 1 - . . / o r . - _.r.. ^ cu .•...,- .%
w properties at w a l l ; , , :-jr vcl . i i^- ->.-
ref reference properties (see Figure 21)
oo free stream conditions ,
 r - ,-. - f v
b.l. boundary layer - n -
^^^ '^j;^ ^
t .
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HEAT SHIELD MATERIALS
ATJ, (ATJ-S) -.:...:•... ..... Graphite (Union Carbide) •- • - . . : . .
::BE... .... : . : . . - ; . : : • , • ; • - . rbeiyllium :' • : . ( • : : •-.- ... :- -. : .- :;-.' ... .;. i..
;.CC • r. •:•- - ..- -;: .^- 'carbon-carbon ' . :. - •-• : .? . : • - ..
CP . • ; - . - ; • ;-. '• carbon-phenolic *- c "" - . - '••:"•. - - - -
::G..:; . , . : . • -. :v:: r---i..-f „: ;.-. .- graphite -•' '••:•. .. - :--:• .- : •: . ...•• . ....
;:PG-.-,o .-. . .• . ;._ -.:u-;f nv .:..: phenolic-graphite" t; :•••?:- :•
'l 'PR:r-r..-'..-.- •. • • . . • • .
 ; .-r... •
 ;: _ • • : • . '.. c phenolic refrasil " -- ::i~c- . • •- - :.: . . .-.
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-. SP.v: ', • • - • - . c. :. --• ;' :':r---. ;. ',; silica-phenolic ; ; . - ,
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
One of the most important considerations in the optimization of re-entry vehicle design
is the application of a realistic criterion for transition from laminar to turbulent boun-
dary layer flows. For example, the thickness of the thermal protection system, and
in fact, the selection of the surface materials, are strongly dependent upon the tran-
sition altitude and the time the vehicle is exposed to transitional-turbulent heating.
Also, trajectory optimization of a vehicle system is sensitive to such phenomena as
noie tip transition effects on nose shape change, heat shield surface ablation anomalies,
and the induced pressure and shear stress due to transition progression over the sur-
face. Obviously, improved vehicle performance and/or lighter vehicle weights could
be achieved if a more accurate transition altitude could be determined. Clearly, this
requires that methods exist within the aerospace community to accurately predict the
transition altitude for future civilian and military re-entry systems.
The transition process can be characterized by a series of stages, beginning in the
fully laminar boundary layer. The process is initiated by the onset of instabilities or
waves, which is followed by the occurrence of intermittent turbulent eddies and an
increase of intermittency until the turbulent eddies appear continuous. An increase in
the turbulent intensity is followed by a decrease in the intensity, and, finally, the at-
tainment of fully-developed turbulence, in which the turbulence intensity is essentially
constant with increasing Reynolds number. The complexity of this fluid dynamic pro-
cess has, to date, precluded the development of definitive analytical models to describe
this phenomena or to predict the location of transition for re-entry vehicles^).
Since analytic techniques for predicting th£ location of boundary layer transition are
not available, vehicle designers must rely upon correlations of flight test data for the
prediction of the altitude where boundary layer transition is to occur. The data cor-
relations can generally be divided into two categories, one based on aerodynamic
parameters related to free stream conditions and initial geometries(2) (here referred
to as "Summary Correlations"), and the other related to the local fluid properties
which exist at the boundary layer edge( at the transition point(^«4> 5> 6) (here referred
to as "Phenomenological Correlations1'), This latter approach should consider the
actual vehicle geometry at transition onset and presupposes that accurate analytic
techniques are available for local property prediction. In previous studies no ac-
counting has been made for vehicle geometric changes due to ablation or for the
influence of the ablative products on the boundary layer properties.
This report presents the results pf an investigation wherein a consistent and accurate
re-evaluation has been conducted of the vast body of Air Force sponsored ballistic
flight test boundary layer transition data. Prior to the initiation of this study, the
data had not been scrutinized in detail, on a post flight basis, to properly account for:
(1) design versus the actual vehicle trajectory, (2) nose shape change, (3) vehicle
attitude at transition onset, (4) the ablation mass addition history, (5) the accuracy
of the reported transition altitudes, etc., and their collected effects on the local prop-
erties. The current study attempted to account for these effects and to accurately
establish a set of fifty-five (55) data points which have been correlated to provide de-
sign guidelines for future analytical and experimental studies.
The flight test programs from which these data were obtained are, in general, clas-
sified. Specific information pertaining to details and the identification of the vehicles
selected for this study are contained in a classified addendum to this report*. Also
contained are detailed listings of the computer inputs necessary to define the local
properties at the transition altitude.for each vehicle.
'General Electric Co. TIS 72SD253, December, 1972.
Requests for copies of this addendum must be approved by AF/SAMSO,
El Segundo, Calif.
' • I-M
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SECTION 2
GENERAL COMMENTS ON BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION
Explicit analytic methods suitable for predicting the occurrence of boundary layer
transition and the properties of the flow while it ''s transiting from a laminar to a
turbulent state have eluded the fluid dynamicist since transition was "discovered"'.
As a consequence, the approaches currently employed by vehicle designers for the
transition altitude arc generally based on flight test empirical correlations or ground
test observations. Thes_ correlations can be divided into two broad classes, one
based on the macroscopic behavior of vehicles, which will be termed "Summary
Correlations," the second based upon detailed flow properties at the transition point
and the flow history to this point. These latter correlations are termed "Phenoni-
cnological Correlations." Some comments concerning each of these types of cor-
relations follow.
2.1 SUMMARY CORRELATIONS
i
The summary correlations are usually generated for equivalent classes of vehicles
which have similar heat shield materials, nose radii, cone angles, etc. An example
of a correlation of this type was presented recently by McCauley^). in this approach,
flight data are correlated using free stream and preflight shape parameters. The
data are grouped into classes by the heat shield, the cone angle, and the vehicle's
initial nose radius as parameters. If a reasonable set of Information from "similar"
vehicles exist, then a design correlation can be formulated from these data which
could "accurately" be used for flight predictions within the range of the prior data.
The shortcomings of these correlations arise when vehicles are designed and flown
for heat shield materials for which no data exist, or when the geometry parameters
(cone angle, nose radius, and shape) are such that extrapolations are required.
Although there is a place for these correlations to aid In vehicle design, fundamental
studies dealing with the details of the phenomena are required for future vehicle
2.2 PHENOMENOLOGICAi CORRELATIONS
Phenomenological correlations are those that are based on flight or ground test data
and are involved with local flow parameters. Many correlations of this type have been
developed and virtually each aerospace concern has its own favorlte(3»5,6). however,
it can safely be said that, when sufficient flights are Included, data exist that will
violate each current correlation. This Indicates that all the parameters that affect
transition are not known for each flight test point, and/or the existing correlations
may not contain some important parameters which .affect transition.
To remedy this situation, a large number of ground based investigations have been
performed over the past several years; each to establish the influence of some par-
ticular parameters on the onset and propagation of-transition or on local flow
properties. Although, in general, one docs not get quantitative agreement borwcon
flight test transition data and ground test, the ground test studies are extremely use-
ful in establishing trends and a basic understanding of the problem. The following
comments are provided to indicate, based on these ground test results, how various j.
phenomena^— heat shield and nose tip ablation, nose bluntncss, angle of attack —
influence the location of transition. These observations coupled with the flight data |
analyses performed in this study have lead to a re-orientation of our thinking about I
the transition phenomena and the myriad of phcnomcnologlc.il correlations which
depend upon the definition of local properties on the conies! frustum. As will become |
evident In this report, and as one expects, the occurrence of transition near the end |
of the conical frustum is dependent upon disturbances generated near the nose tip and,
thus, cannot be adequately correlated by local properties on the frustum, at the f
transition station. •
2.2.1 EFFECT OF ABLATION/TRANSPIRATION
2.2.1.1 Frustum Ablation
Virtually all of the high performance ballistic re-entry vehicles have an abhiting heat
shield and/or an ablating nose. Various heat shield materials have been f'ow.i which
range from the low temperature ablators, like Teflon and the epoxies, which emit
rather large quantities of mass into the boundary layer, to the high temperature
ablators,, of the carbon class, which emit relatively small quantities of mass. In the
determination of the local properties on the vehicle, the resultant vehicle shape ,'
change and the mass added into the boundary layer must be accounted for. The in- •*•
duced viscous effects due to the addition of the ablative products in the boundary layer
is a subject that has been analyzed and reported by Fannelop<7', Mann(8>, and I
Hayasi(9). Many of the phenomenological correlations have not accounted for the
effects of mass addition on the local properties, which could be important to the
basic understand lag of the problem. |
"-, •
It Is of interest to note that recent ground test data(i°) have shown that ablation from
the frustum (simulated by Injection) apparently does not have a first order effect on j
frustum transition. Shown in-Figure 1 arc heat transfer data obtained on a 5° half -
angle cone al Mach 8 for three values of the mass injection parameter (which was .,
uniform over the porous elements). One will note that frustum ablation did not affect , \
the location and extent of the transition zone on the model, to first order. It should
also be noted that these mass Injection rates bracket those encountered in flight for
current heat shield materials. The relevance of these data to the ultimate transition ' ;
correlation developed arc discussed in Section 8.
f '
• " . - ' • - • - • . • i s
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II
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Another facet of the effects of ablation is Ihe surface roughness resulting during re-
entry. Each heat shield material has its own peculiar characteristics in this accord.
Materials such as Teflon, which sublimes, maintain a relatively smooth surface.
The carbons, which char, generally maintain a degree of smoothness although the
char possesses some small roughness. On the other hand, materials such as the
3-D quartz phenolics could develop a rough surface. If this material is on the nose,
where the boundary layers are thin, one would expect to see this roughness influence
the transition altitude. However, on the frustum, the thickening boundary layers
f tend to alleviate the problem somewhat. Thus, one shouH weigh these data carefully
» in comparison to non-ablating, Teflon, or carbon heat shields. If one !s trying to
investigate the influence of roughness on transition in ground test facilities, care
must Ix? exercised in the simulation since the normal injection velocities associated
with the ablating process tend to reduce the effect of the roughness on the fluid
mechanical properties.
1
 One last item of importance pertaining to the effects of ablation on transition meas-
urements is the evaluation of the "wall properties." The enthalpy of the gaseous
mixture adjacent to the wall is strongly affected by the gases emitted into the
boundary layer during ablation. For correlations concerned with the gas enthalpy
adjacent to the wall, the chemistry of the ablative products must be considered and
not the pure air enthalpy that would result from the wall temperature.
X
2.2.1.2 Nose Tip Ablation/Transpiration
• j . '
v
 The use of a transpiration cooled nose or an ablating nose configuration is a subject
tha, has received considerable attention over the past decade. There have been
several studies conducted for both ground and flight tests, where the influence of a
nose trans pi rant on the onset and propagation of downstream transition have been
Investigated. It has been shown by Dunavant and Everhart^11' and by Martellucci
J. and Laganclli*12) in ground test studies that the injection of a gaseous t ran spirant
I (Nitrogen) from the nose cap destabilises the boundary layer on the frustum. The
; .. injection of helium was found to stabilize the frustum boundary layer. Furthermore,
! | the effect of the transpirant on transition is more pronounced at zero or small angle
| of attack than at larger angles of attack (a -» ec), due to cross flow. Shown in
| , - Figure 2 are the transition results measured at AEDC by Martellucci and Laganelli(12)
j | for a 4" half angle cone. Although a transpiring system was used in these tests, it
; also can be considered to be simulating ablation from, the nose. It is evident that
i
 f blowing or ablation from the nose, which implies the introduction of a disturbance
!
 | element, clearly affects transition. Therefore, in transition data correlations, mass
j injection from the nose must be considered a fundamental parameter, independent of
whether the mass was transpired or ablated into the boundary layer.:r
i
i
l
2.2.2 NOSE CAP BLUNTNESS
The effect of spherical nose bluntness on boundary layer transition has been delineated
by Stetson and RusMon<13) and Softlev(l^), Figures 3 and 4, respectively. These in-
vestigations have differentiated between "small" and "large" bluntness transition
regimes including a bluntnoss reversal effect, wherein increasing RN from the sharp
case caused the transition location :o move aft, until further increases in Rjsj moved
transition forward toward the nose. Recently obtained daf* at Mach 8 on a 5° cone (10),
corroborated these trends, wherein slight changes in the nose radius had a first order ~
effect on the transition location, Figures. This contrasts with the negligible effect
"of frustum aulation on transition location which was measured for this same model,
Figure 1. I
That these regimes are germane to re-entry vehicle boundary layer transition de-
velopment has been demonstrated by the NASA flown Re-entry F vehicle. Re-entry F V
was a 5° half-angle, 13-foot long sphere cone with a 0.1-inch radius ATJ-S nose cap •
and a beryllium frustum. Flight test transition data have recently been finalized for
this experiment by Wright and Zoby(15). The previously discussed "bluntness J
reversal" effect noted in ground experiments was also evident in the flight data *
(I.I «, = 20), thus lending credence to this bluntness concept. It is thus important to
recognize this "bluntness" effect in the evaluation of ground and flight test transition T
data for purposes of transition correlation development. *
" Another facet of the effects of nose bluntness on flight test transition correlation de-
velopment is the influence of laminar nose blunting on local properties. During re- *
entry, rot only does the nose of the vehicle recede but in addition, the shape changes.
The significance of this effect varies, depending upon the trajectory flown, the nose '.{
material selected, and the initial bluntness of the vehicle. For vehicles with bluntness * ;
ratios of Rjj/Rg « 0.04 -» 0.20, the nose shape has a marked effect on the local
properties which must be accounted for in phenomenological correlations.
2.2.3 ANGLE OF ATTACK
1
 ')The influence of angle of attack on the location and shape of a transition front has
been established in numerous ground test programsU3*16"'1^). Because of the paucity , ,
of detailed 3-D flight data, it is difficult to determine the sensitivity of the transition } I
front and progression to angle of attack effects. At best, one can only establish
whether the transition location is forward on the Ite or windward side.
 r~ •
\] \
Grcund test results have shown that the transition fr jnt is strongly distorted at small f
angles of attack(13»16) (i.e., « « 1-2"). Generally, the transition location moves rj
forward on the leeward side and slightly aft on the windward ray. In addition, the '' j ,,
coupling of bluntness with angle of ottack further distorts the transition front shape.
Au example of the sensitivity of the transition front shape to bluntness and angle of - j :
il
1
attack, as presented in Reference 12, may be fousJ in Figure 2. The rather ex-:
P tremft sensitivity for small o is evident from thiu figure.
1 . '
To obtain tho maximum usability from flight data, it is desirable to analyze a flight
,-- vehicle at several altitudes as the transition front is moving forward over the various
I sensors. However, because of the dynamic loads associated with the traversal of
this moving front, re-:ntry vehicles generally experience a momentary divergence in
i angle of attack. This will occur even though the angle of attack at transition onset at
.' . the vehicle base may be small. Furthermore this divergence will occur on vehicles
with non-ablati.e and ablative heat shields. Available data Indicate that th<- mag-
r - nitudo of the divergence tends to be related to the magnitude with which the heat
( . shield ablates. Because of the .tncertain quantitative influence of angle of attack on
transition location and local properties, transition progression for these cases would
be suspect for ballistic vehicle transition correlations.
t
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t SECTION 3
T FLIGHT DATA COMPILATION AND EVALUATION
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The Department of Defense has sponsored a myriad of ballistic re-entry vehicle flight
test programs through the various governmental agencies. Each vehicle system, and
sometimes each vehicle, has specific test objectives. In order to meet these various
objectives, the test vehicles are generally instrumented with on-board sensors. For
many of these flights, thfe altitude at which the boundary layer flow transits from
laminar to transitional-turbulent flow can be deduced from a variety of these sensors.
It is the objective of this study to compile th" data from these flights and to evaluate
the boundary layer transition phenomena.
The significance of boundary layer transition in the design and in the performance of a
vehicle depends upon its size, shape, and trajectory. For example, the material selec- \
tion and the thickness of the heat protection system are stronply influenced by the Iran- j
sition altitude and the time the vehicle is exposed to the more severe transitional- ]
turbulent flow environment (Figure 6). For the majority of the DOD flown flights, I
which re-enter with relatively steep path angles, the vehicles experience transitional j
boundary layer flows for only 2-3 seconds and turbulent flows for 15-20 seconds. ,t
Therefore, the exact altitude at which transition occurs is not generally critical to the I
mission design, and consequently, the transition data available from these vehicles 1
has never been fully exploited. That is, the data exist in the raw data form but anal- j
ysis of local properties to further our understanding of transition onset were never \
really justified. However, flights at low path angles experience transition for long J
time periods, and consequently, require detailed knowledge of this regime to insure j
an adequate heat shield design. J
•|
Or. the basis of this wealth of existing yet unanalyzed flight test data, the current study j
was undertaken. A summary of some of the major programs for sphere-cone vehicles ;
that GE-RESD has been involved in, up through the Re-entry F program, may be found -
m Table 1. Through its involvement as a prime contractor in these programs, GE- t
RESD had on hand the Flight Evaluation Reports (FER) which document the data from \
each flight and also had in its files data from other aerospace contractor's flight test I
programs. These reports form the data base for the current study from which the 1.
phenomena woich affect the flight test transition locations can be ascertained. f
This literature search yielded some two hundred flight data reports. These reports
were then screened for those vehicles which had transition data whic . met the following
requirements:
(1) Small angle of attack at transition onset, that is « / 8
 c < 0.1
!(2) Post flight trajectory reconstruction
[
I
(3) Simple sphere-cone geometry; no biconics, overlays, flares, etc.
(4) On-board sensors
(5) Redundant transition altitude sensors.
From this search, fifty-five (55) vehicles were selected, forty (40) which met these
criteria and fifteen (15) which departed from them in one or more areas. The signifi-
cance of each of the parameters listed above will be discussed.
3.1 ANGLE OF ATTACK
As noted in Section 2.2.3, large asymmetries in the shape of the transition front occur
even at s>r.^ll angle-of-attack (i.e., * « 1-2"). Depending upon the rate with which
transition traverses the vehicle surface, these * asymmetries may give rise to an
error or scatter in transition correlations. Minimizing the angle of attack at transition
onset to some small value, which is somewhat arbitrary (i.e., a /e c ~ O.1)! would
tend to eliminate this source of scatter. Thus the "base line" correlations only contain
data which meet this criteria. Additional data were considered which violate this
criteria to establish the sensitivity of the resultant correlations to spurious angle-of-
attack effects which are inherent in all flight data.
3.2 POST FLIGHT TRAJECTORY I
The c valuation of the local properties at the wall and the boundary layer edge at the
transition point, necessitates an accurate definition of the free stream conditions and
the actual ablated geometry of the vehicle, both of which are trajectory dependent.
However, as a result of anomalous booster behavior and the subsequent separation of
the re-entry vehicle from the booster, the entry conditions may vary considerably from
the preflight design value. From atmospheric entry until impact, the vehicle passes
through an altitude range of approximately 100 km or 330,000 feet. Consequently, the
density and the unit Reynolds number of the free stream through which the vehicle flies
c over several orders of magnitude. The density of the free stream and the velocity of
the vehicle governs the nature of the interaction of the fluid with the vehicle. This in-
formation, coupled with the re-entry path angle and angle of attack history of the
vehicle, determines the wall temperature and the ablation, response of the vehicle nose
and heat shield and, thus, has a direct bearing on transition occurrence.
3.3 VEHICLE GEOMETRY
Flight tests have the stigma that several parameters are all varying simultaneously.
One such complication arises due to the geometry of the configuration. The selection
of axisymmetric configurations at zero angle of attack provides, in essence, a two-
dimensional correlation that is free of cross flow influences. Furthermore, the
selection of simplified geometries such as spherically blunted cones affords a correla-
tion that Is not predominately influenced by geometry as could be the case if conically
flared or cbne-cylinder-flare type vehicles were considered.
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3.4 ON-BOARD SENSORS
For small vehicles, (like decoys), flight data generally consists of off-board measure-
ments such as radar deduced ballistic coefficients. Other data, such as frequency of •
oscillation, can also be obtained from which angle of attack histories can be inferred;
however, these data are less accurate and consequently less reliable. For larger
vehicles, on-board measurements are made in addition to the usual radar coverage.
These measurements are obtained from rate gyros, lateral and axial accelerometers,
forebody and base pressure sensors, ablation rate sensors, thermal differential sensors
or in-depth thermal sensors, etc. It is from these instrumented flights that the defini4
tion of the experimental test conditions can best be ascertained. Therefore, a basic
requirement for the selection criteria is that the vehicle possess sufficient on-board
aerothermodynamic instrumentation to reconstruct the experimental test conditions
and to define transition location.
3.5 REDUNDANT TRANSITION ALTITUDE SENSORS
There are several means of detecting transition onset for both flight and ground test,
as noted in Table 2. The various techniques do riot measure the same point in the
transitional flow process, because each instrument or technique is sensitive to a
different characteristic of the flow. In fact, at any vehicle station, boundary layer
transition is a gradual phenomenon and in*- • occur over an altitude range of as much
as 10 km. Beginning with fully lamina- , it progresses through a series of stages,
i.e., onset of instabilities or waves, o^w^rrence of intermittent turbulent eddies,
increase of intermittency until the turbulent eddies appear continuous, increase in the
turbulent intensity followed by a decrease in the intensity, and, finally, the attainment
of fully-developed turbulence in which the turbulent intensity is essentially constant
with increasing Reynolds number. Hence, the definition of the occurrence of transition
as a single discrete event must be arbitrary and be based upon identification of onset
as one of the above events. As long as the criterion used is consistent and is based on
a readily measured phenomenon, or its ramification on a measurable parameter, any
of the above stages might be selected to define boundary layer transition. However,
from a vehicle design approach, the phase of transition which coincides with some
phenomenon of practical interest, such as the relatively sharp increase in the measured
surface heat transfer rate, is probably the most useful criter'or. and was the one relied
upon more heavily in the correlations t6 be presented in this report.
t It should be noted that several of the techniques employed in flight test can only be used
v T to detect transition onset at the base. The techniques referred to here are items 2 and
I 3 of Table 2. Each of these techniques measure some peculiarity which reflects the
•f change of boundary layer state as transition occurs at the vehicle base. Furthermore,
|- IK each of these techniques cannot distinguish whether the vehicle is at angle of attack,
• nor is its sensitivity to error due to angle of. attack known. The average altitude of
?• „ occurrence which results from these measurements, as noted in Table 3, can some-
•i." )• times be in considerable disagreement. The measurement -techniques which can
11
provide a more detailed measure of localized transition motion along the frustum
utilize thermal or acoustic sensors. However, re-entry vehicles are generally
instrumented to measure the occurrence of transition onset at the base and the avail-
able data along the frustum uxe somewhat sketchy. As a result, the emphasis in this
study will be on transition onset near the vehicle base. If transition progression data
were available which met the requirements, and if sensors in the frustum exist, these
data were also c jnsidered.
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SECTION 4
PERTINENT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SELECTED VEHICLES
f From the roughly two hundred vehicles that were reviewed, forty (40) were found to
|_ meet all of the criteria that were described in Section 3. This constitutes the base-
line set for the correlation. These are coded by a letter with a two digit system
T- such as BXX, CXX, etc. (see Table 4). An additional fifteen (15) vehicles were
j. selected which have one or more factors which separate them from the base line
set. These factors can include one or more of the following: (a) an angle of attack
f~ at transition onset, <* /d
 c £0.1( (b) a Teflon boot over the basic vehicle nose cone
v. which creates a geometric abnormality, and (c) a nose material which could ablate
into a roughened state. These vehicles were coded by the same letter system but
with a three digit system, BXXX.
The fifty-five selected vehicles were divided into four letter categories which
delineate the frustum heat shield material. * These categories are defined here as:
(1) The non-ablators with a beryllium heat shield-coded here as B.
(2) Carbon class heat shields - coded as C. These include phenolic graphite
(PG), carbon phenolic (CP), and carbon-carbon (CC).
(3) Silica class heat shields - coded as S. These Include phenolic refrasil <PR),
silica phenolic (SP) and tapewound silica pheno''c (TWSP), and tape^wound
quartz phenolic (TWQP) and three dimensional
 Muartz phenolic (3DQP).
(4) Low temperature ablators - coded as T, the Teflon materials.
Colncidentally, the ablation rate of each material class increases going from B to T,
alphabetically. Of the fifty-five vehicles selected, twenty-six were flown by GE and
twenty-nine were flown by other Aerospace Contractors.
Table 4 also serves to show a comparison of the chosen vehicles with those selected
by McCauley<2) and Stuerke, et al(20> for use in their correlative schemes. The 37
vehicles utilized by McCauley were correlated using free stream parameters and the
vehicle geometry. The results of these "summary type" correlations are useful for
trend development but not for a basic understanding of the transition phenomena, such
as is desired here. The 15 vehicles selected by Stuerke for his detailed evaluation
and correlation overlap with the current study for only 10 of these cases. It should
* As will be shown later, it became obvious that this classification by frustum
material was misleading, and a coding by the nose material would have been
more appropriate.
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be noted however, that in Reference 20, the uose shape was considered to be
spherical in all cases (i.e., the ablated shape resulting from laminar flow ablation
was not considered). Furthermore, the ablation rate from the nose was not con-
sidered. As noted in Section 2.2 this could result in significant differences in local
properties, depending on the bluntness ratio.
\Vithin each heat shield material class there are vehicles which have the same
geometric characteristics; however, the nose materials differ. One such example
of this is vehicle B-14 which has a SP nose (hjr «27 KM), and B-15 which has an
ATJ-S nose (h-rr fa 16.5 KM). It is evident from these data that the nose material
apparently does affect the transition altitude. One can postulate many reasons for
this, such as through its effect on local properties (i.e., through boundary layer
entrainment and the subsequent aerodynamic eflective shape change) or through an
effect of the gaseous ablative constituents on the boundary layer stability, etc.
Another point of interest is the repeatibility of data as is noted from B-13 and B-15
which have similar nose materials, re-entry conditions, and geometries. This was
assuring.
From the documents which contain the night data pertinent to each vehicle, details
concerning the reconstruction of the experiment down through the transition altitude
were extracted. This information and the procedure used to analyze the data ait;
contained in Section 6. The following section (Section 5) contains a description of
the analytic techniques that were utilized in this study.
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SECTION 5
| ANALYTIC TECHNIQUE DESCRIPTION
%
Several computer programs were available at GE/RESD to define the local boundary
layer edge properties. These programs include both detailed numerical solutions of
the governing equations and semi-empirical engineering solutions. These include:
' j o
I
1. Inviscid Zero Yaw Flow Field Program (Flow Field)* '—Numerical
solution of inviscid shock layer for axisymmetric bodies to provide
shock shape and surface pressure as input to the boundary layer programs.
2. Equilibrium Non-Similar Boundary Layer Program (ENSBL/22)—Numerical
solution of boundary layer equations to define local viscous properties and
profiles in laminar and turbulent flow.
3. Viscous Interaction Zero Angle of Attack Drag Program (VIZAAD)(23)r—
Engineering methods to determihe Ideal boundary layer edge properties
for axisymmetric bodies with or without surface ablation.
4. Ablating Boundary Layer Equilibrium Program (ABLE/ '—Solution of
reaction-rchemistry and mass conservation equations to provide surface
heat transfer and rate of surface recession for use in REKAP program.
5. Reaction Kinetics Ablation Program (REKAP) ^  ^—Numerical solution of
the heat conduction equation to define in-depth material response and mass
loss for use in ENS3L and VIZAAD.
6. Combined Thermochemical and Thermomechanlcal Response in Nosetips
(RESEP ri)<26)—Engineering method to determine thermochemical shape
change of ablative nose tips throughout re-entry which is used as input to
FLOW FIELD and VIZAAD to define local boundary layer properties.
This system of computer codes provided the local boundary' layer properties along the
entire vehicle length in laminar, transitional, and turbulent flow for the flight test
vehicles defined in Section 4.0. The local properties used in developing transition
correlations, therefore, included the.effects of nose shape change (RESEP II), surface
mass loss (ABLE/REKAP), and inviscid-viscous interaction (FLOW FIELD and
ENSBL/VIZAAD).
r'i .
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| SECTION 6
DATA EVALUATION PROCEDURE AND RESULTSI
I
I
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The procedure and techniques that were employed to evaluate the local flow properties
on the vehicle involved the following logic:
1. Data extraction from the Flight Evaluation Reports (PER)
* 2. Computation of the vehicle nose shape change
3. Determination of the frustum ablation characteristics
i* 4. Calculation of the inviscid flow field
5. Viscous property definition which includes the effect of shape change and
ablationI
6. Real gas ablative product determination
A summary of the details involved in each of these steps, along with some sample
results, is presented below.
a9
 Data Extraction from the PER
M The following data were extracted from each flight report:
_ A. Geometry details
• B. Heat shield material ami thickness (including any antennae)
1 C. Substrate material and thicknessD. Trajectory information (time, velocity, altitude)
on the beryllium and carbon vehicles the data are required to impact
or vehicle demise*
on the phenolics and Teflon vehicles data are required down through
• transition
E. Angle-of-attack history
* For the turbulent heating task, the nose shape change is required for altitudes well
below the vehicle transition onset altitude. The ablative heat shield vehicles are
not suitable for this task because of the blockage effects of ablation on the heat
transfer (see Vol. II). :.^
[
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F. A listing of the aerothermodynamie instrumentation and location
G. Altitude1 of transition as deduced from each sensor or data system
II. Nose recession data and any other shape change data
An example of information .extracted for vehicle T03 is contained in Figures 7
through 10.
Evaluation of Nose Shape Change
\Viththe trajectory and heal shield characteristics known, the HF.SF.P program'2'1*
was utilized to deduce the vehicle's nose shape change as a function of. altitude. *
Some typical results of this computation for vehicles CO.'! and 1313 may be found in
Figure 11.
Frustum Ablation Characteristics
For vehicles with ablation from the frustum, such as the carbons, the phenolics.
and the Teflon vehicles, the KKKAP program*25* was used in addition to the RKSKP
program<2(>). The former program provides the wall temperature, surface reces-
sion, and mass loss rate as a function of t ime. Some typical results of this analysis
for vehicle TO3 are shown in Figure 12 to 1-1 for surface recession, wall temperature,
and ablation rate distributions, respectively.
Inviscid Flow Field
For the resultant vehicle shape, at the frustxim transition allitude(s). the surface
pressure distribution and the bow shock shape were determined from the flow field
program'2*). These inviscid properties are required inputs to the viscous codes for
local property definition.
Viscous Property Determination
The local properties in the boundar*y layer at a prescribed point In the trajectory
(i.e., the transition altitude for the transition study, or a lower altitude for the
turbulent heating investigation) were determined with the VIZAA1) program. The
results of this program were then used to develop "phopomcnolouical" correlations.
Since this is an engineering type program, sporadic checks on Its accuracy were
made with the ENSUL program '") which Is finite difference computer code. A
•It should I" noted that calculations were nbt made for each vehicle but computatlona
were made for sets with a common >£. R and material.
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typical comparison of the results of L'NSBL with VIZAAD for two stations on a
vehicle of the BOS class is shown in Table 5. As n result of these occasional
checks with KNSBL. wherein good agreement was noted, the use of the VIZAAD
program results was justified.
The inputs required for these viscous computer programs are:
A. Vehicle shape
B. Shock shape
C. Pressure distribution
». Ablation rate distribution
E. tt'all temperature distribution
F. Free stream conditions
f Heal Gas Ablative Product Pete rminatlon
t - — _ - . - ,_
The last step in the local property determination cycle is the computation of the
f enthalpy of the gaseous mixture at the vehicle surface which is made with the ABLE
* program'2"*). The Inputs required to this program are the heat shield material
constituents, the local flow environment such as the pressure and temperature, the
wall temperature and the wall gasification rates which are the results of the REKAP
program <25).
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SECTION 7
ATTEMPTED CORRELATIONS OF BOUNDARY LAYER
TRANSITION FLIGHT TEST DATA
Viscous computations of local properties along the length of the vehicle were per-
formed for each of the fifty-five flight test cases at the measured transition altitude.
Free stream conditions, at the transition altitude are defined in Table G. From the
computed local flow properties, a large number of parameters, both frustum and
nose tip related, have been analyzed in an attempt to identify the critical parameters
which affect transition, and to develop, if possible, a flight test transition
correlation.
7.1 FRUSTUM DATA AND CORRELATIONS
The calculated local flow properties at the transition onset location on the vehicle
frustum are tabulated in Table 7. Using these data, a number of correlations, both
traditional and innovative, were attempted. Table 8 lists the twenty-two (22) cor-
relati m parameters which were evaluated using the !ocal properties on the frustum.
As will be discussed below, none of the parameters based on frustum local properties
appeared to order all the data. Limited subsets did indicate trends, but fis more
flight data wers added, the scatter in the correlations Increased. In effoct, no cor-
relation was achieved. Some examples of these local property transition data in the
form of transition correlations, currently in vogue, are discussed below.
One attempted local property transition correlation utilized the local wetted length
Reynolds number at the transition location, Rea, versus local edga Mach number,
Me(4), as shown in Figure 15. The considerable scatter, when a large number of
flight test points are Included, is obvious.
Several aerospace contractors(26-28)
 are employing transition correlations based
on the local momentum thickness Reynolds number, Reg , and local edge Mach
number, Me, as shown in Figure 16. In particular, Philco-Ford(28> has developed
for the Low Recession Nose Tip (LORN) program, the following expression for
transition location,
Refl =275e<'1 3 5 M e>
§ Philco-Ford utilizes this expression for nose tip transition. However, the 'ata on
1: • which this correlation is based is from frustum flight test dp.ta for vehicles with
i.. 1 graphite nosetips. From the data spread shown in Figure 16 for the same or similar
|, vehicles (Symbols Q , V • O) the usefulness of a transition criterion based on Refl
with Me must be questioned.
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Another correlation, which is currently being used by NASA on the Space Shuttle
program, was developed by McDonnell-Douglas (MDAC)(20) >vhich states that:
- i^r — = f ( 6 ) = function at the flow direction
(Re/ft)0*"
For the vehicles used in this study f (6 ) = 10. This correlation was developed from
a limited set of flight data (12 vehicles). For the 55 vehicles considered in the cur-
rent study, the variation of Re.-. /Me with the local unit Reynolds number, Re/ft, is
shown in Figure 17. The line of the MDAC correlation is also shov.n. It is quite
evident from these data that there is no unit Reynolds number effect nor do the
parameters correlate the data. To further clarify this point, those vehicles with a.
beryllium frustum arc shown as filled symbols. This subset of 17 vehicles clearly
shows a lack of unit Reynolds number effect. It should be noted that the viscous
calculations employed in the present study yielded local properties which agreed
quite well with the MDAC calculations for the same flights. Thus, the apparent
discrepancy between MDAC's correlation and the present data points is not due to
differences in calculating, local properties but rather increased scatter due to the
increase in the number of flights analyzed.
Figure 18 is an example of a summary type correlation; RNO/RB» tne preflight
bluntness ratio, versus Re^jj, the free stream Reynolds number based on the
vehicle base diameter at the measured transition altitude. McCauley(2> has pro-
posed this correlation for various sets of vehicles. The classification of vehicles
into individual sets is based on similar hsa-t shield materials and vehicle geometry
parameters. While this type correlation may be useful to design an additional
vehicle of the same da,* s, it does not provide information which can be interpolated
or extrapolated to a new design problem. In reality, the data in Figure 18 indicate
that even within a single class of vehicles, i.tej j the 8° half angle ATJ/Pr (^), the
scatter is sufficient to invalidate the correlation.
The wall gas enthalpy correlation of BerkowitZj et al^P) is shown in Figure 19.
Although the beryllium heat shield data are nominally ordered by local edge Mach
number, no consistent correlation appears to exist between the beryllium and Teflon
heat shield vehicles. In addition, the history' of transition data along the surface
for vehicle BOlj in itself violates this correlation. That is, during re-entry, the
edge Mach number at the transition station continually decreases, while the local
Reynolds number at transition initially increases then decreases (this is the blunt-
ness reversal effect noted by Steston & Rushton<13) and Softley(14>). This is denoted
in Figure 19 by the arrows on the data pojnt in the upper right.
There have been numerous studies relative to tne effects of frustum ablation on
frustum transition, the most recent of which is an experimental study by Stalmach,
et al(29). In this study heat transfer data were obtained in the LTV facility on a 12°
;
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half angle porous cone which was nominally 9.5 inches long and had a non-porous
nose which was 0.38 inches long. Stalmach concluded from the results of his
measurements that for a given mass injection rate, the transition location was
seasitive to the injection distribution. The transition Reynolds numbers were
significantly greater when the injection distribution was constant than. when the dis-
tribution decreased rapidly with distance from the apex. Although these results
apparently contradict previous studiesUO-12)f closer inspection of the data indicate
that for Stalmach's tests, the porous region near the nose probably affects trans-
|" ition and not the frustum per se. Nevertheless, for the flight data analyzed herein,
=*- attempts were made to establish whether the transition data would correlate with
any integrated blowing (ablation) parameter. In Figure 20, the Integrated blowing
* parameter, m/mref to the transition location is plotted against the local wetted
*•- length Reynolds number. It was evident that neither these parameters nor any
*-
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frustum ablation parameter would order the data.
Thus it can be stated that, no correlation based upon local properties on the
frustum was acceptable in terms of data scatter and general usefulness.
^ 7.2 LOCAL PROPERTIES IN THE NOSETIP REGION
As discussed in Section 2.2, ground test data have indicated the importance of nose
tip disturbances in effecting transition, while frustum conditions as simulated by
mass addition appeared to have a second order influence. The flight data itself as
tabulated in Table 4 show that within a class of vehicles as defined by geometry
a'ad heat shield material, transition altitudes vary widely. In particular, cases
B12 and B13, two vehicles with identical geometry and frustum heat shield material
and similar flight histories but with nosetip materials with significantly different
properties, had transition altitudes that differed by 15 Km. On the other hand,
cases P04 and T04, vehicles with identical geometry, flight histories and nose tip
material, but very different frustum heat shield materials, had transition altitudes
within 2 Km. From these flight results and the ground test observations, an in-
vestigation of possible correlations based on local properties in the nose tip region
was undertaken.
The viscous computations of local properties on the frustum, at the transition onset
sensor location, also ^c"''Je the local properties along the entire length of the
vehicle. Information, similar to that used in the attempts to correlate the flight
data with frustum local properties, was tabulated for a fixed location in the nose
region, X = 2RN' in Table 9. Here HN'is the equivalent spherical (ablated) nose
radius at the transition altitude.
Figure 21 defines the terminology used for the correlations attempted with nose
related parameters. All local properties were assessed at X = 2R^'. The
selection of 2 R ' , although arbitrary, was made for the sake of consistency, since
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the vehicles hat' nose sections of varying lengths. The need was for a station
which would reflect the nose shape chajige/recession due to ablation, a station
which was on the cone, and thus, in a relatively constant pressure region, and yet
not a station so far removed from the nose region as to constitute another f nistum
point. The sensitivity of the most successful correlation to 1ae choice of a 2 RN<
station as opposed to Rft'or 3-4 Rj^'will be discussed in Section 8.
Other length parameters defined in Figure 21, which were used in the correlation
attempts, arc Rfjeff and AS. R^ff is the effective radius of curvature in the
stagnation region. For most of the vehicles, (i.e., those with htr ~30 Km),
RNeff«Rjv;'' However if the vehicle underwent transition at a relatively low altitude,
such as cases COS and C04, the Ian inar flow heating caused a blunting of the
vehicle resulting in R^eff >RN ' - The length, AS, is defined as the wetted length
between X = 2 RN'. the station at which the local properties were evaluated, and
X = XJR, the location of the frustum transition sensor whose response determined the
transition onset altitude.
Table 10 lists the various correlations attempted using the calculated local pro-
perties at 2 RN' . Since ground test data had shown the importance of nose mass
addition(12),_a number of correlations were attempted using the mass loss
parameter, m, for 0 < X
The initial attempt was to plot the normalized ablation rate m (see Figure 21)
versus the free stream Reynolds number ba^od on RN" (Figure 22). It was apparent
from this set that the data appeared to be somewhat ordered by nose tip related
parameters. The vehicles in the blunt class (data points in the lower right) did not
; appear to correlato well, however, so other local property parameters were sought.
; One such parameter wns the local wetted length Reynolds number at 2Rj$' (Figure 23).
;. In this format, all of the data appeared ordered, and, in addition, it was further
';': noted that the sharp vehicles were clustered in the upper left and the blunt towards
? the lower right. Thus it was apparent that a length parameter existed which might
: further order jhe data. This parameter was ultimately found to be AS/Rj;eff. A
; cross plot of rii with AS/Rjvjeff is showrj In Figure 24. All of the data appear to be
ordered by nose tip material (i.e. Teflon versus graphite). The correlation pre-
.1 sented in Figures 23 and 24 will be discussed in detail in Section 8.
Attempts were made to establish more fundamental parameters reflecting char-
acteristic boundary layer parameters. The first of these was to normalize the
: ablative mass loss with the boundary layer mass Dow at the 2 R^' station. This is
] shown in Figure 25. This evidently does not help. Another attempt was to base
\ the Reynolds number (Figure 23) on the momentum thickness at the 2 Rj,jfstation.
• This is shown in Figure 26, and once again, this does not improve the correlation.
; A third attempt was made to normalize the wetted_ length by the viscous layer
thickness at the 2 RN station. The variation of m w^th AS/ 6 2RM1 's shown in
24
rc Figure 27. At this point, it was concluded that the parameters defined In Figures
23 and 21 best characterized the transition phenomena. A detailed description of
T this correlation and its implication to the transition phenomena and also its agree-
a- ment with ground test data tremls is contained in the following section.
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SECTION 8
IDENTIFICATION OF FUNDAMENTAL PARAMETERS AFFECTING
BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION
As mentioned earlier, it was evident that the nose, or some facet thereof, has a defi-
nite effect on the location of transition. From a direct observation of the raw flight
data (vehitles B12 and BL3), for the same trajectory and entry conditions, a 15 kilom-
eter difference in transition altitude was noted. It was felt, at the initiation of this
study that the difference would possibly be accounted for in local properties on the
frustum if the nose ablation effects were accounted for. However, as noted in Section
7.1, it became apparent that no combination of frustum related parameters (i.e. ,
properties at the transition onset point) correlate the data. Limited subsets of data
appear to correlate, however, as more data are added to these "correlations, " they
tend to disappear in the scatter. Many examples of this are contained in the prior
section. Since our objective was to find and isolate primary factors affecting transition
location, and not to provide pseudo-design correlations, these attempts were deemed
as unsatisfactory.
With this de-emphasis of free stream related parameters and knowledge of the apparent
sensitivity of the nose (these conclusions are applicable to both the flight data and
ground test results) the search for nose tip parameters began. Our obvious first
attempts were to investigate those frustum related parameters which had limited suc-
cess on data subsets. As discussed in Section 7.2, the majority of these did not order
the data. Yet, it was obvious that the nose was the forcing function affecting transition.
Guided by the parameters used in the ground test programs of References 11 and 12,
and by the theoretical analyses of Mack(3°) (stability theory) and Donaldson (31) (invari-
ant modeling) , the parameters that were isolated were the non-dimensional mass loss
rate of a sector of the nose Up, m, and the local wetted length Reynolds number at the
end of this sector, . Res at 2 RN' (Figure 21). Both of these parameters were evaluated
at the altitude where transition occurs on the frustum and can be viewed as the forcing
functions or measures of the disturbance introduced into the boundary layer. A third
parameter is required, namely, the distance from this point (i.e. , the value of the
wetted length S at 2 RN') to the location of transition on the frustum, Ab.
The variation of m with Res for all of the vehicles analyzed* (with the exception of B09
where m = 0) is shown in Figure 28. It is evident from this figure that all of the data
are ordered/correlated into two sets. What the data in the lower set (labeled Graphitic
nose) have in common is that the hose material is fabi icated of some graphitic material,
* Caution should be exercised when using data from vehicles with silica noses because
of (1) the uncertainty of the vaporization rate relative to the total mass loss rate, and
(2) the general paucity of data analyzed which precludes a definitive trend.
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independent of the frustum material of the vehicle. The vehicles of the upper set have
a Teflon nose; independent of ihe frustum material. That is, the transition data are
apparently correlated by a nose related parameter, independent of whether the frustum
is beryllium, phenolic refrasil, carbon phenolic, or Teflon. For example, one funda-
mental parameter that varies from one line to the other is the molecular weight, Mw,
of the gaseous ablative products of the nose material. For the graphite case, Mw = 28
and for Teflon, MIV = 50-70.
These findings are somewhat contrary to our original thinking (and I might add to that
of the aerospace community at large). What this analysis of flight test boundary layer
transition data has revealed is that frustum effects are apparently of second order.
This finding is not to be construed as a general rule, applicable for all flight data.
As pointed out by MorkovinO-), more than one type of instability mechanism can exist.
In the data set collected, virtually all of the vehicles had ablating noses and, as a re-
sult, the transition process was dominated by the nose region ablative process.
As such, for this data set, the frustum effects were apparently of second order. How-
ever as the ablation rate from the nose diminishes, or as transition approaches the
nose other factors can become important and may Indeed dominate the process.
Factors such as the frustum wall temperature (or enthalpy), or roughness could then
be important and become first order effects as has been observed in mrny ground test
experiments.
Another interesting iacet is evident from the presentation of results of Figure 28. The
data are further ordered, along each nose tip correlating line (i.e., graphites and
Teflon), by the length to the transition point on the frustum, AS, normalized by the
effective stagnation point radius, RNeff. The lines drawn from lower left to upper
right represent points of constant AS/Rjjeff for both Teflon and Graphite noses. Thus
all the relatively sharp nosed vehicles are clustered in the upper left (i. e., large
AS/RM „) and the blunt vehicle are at the lower right (i.e., small AS/RN „).
In summary, for the data set considered in this study (i<e., the fifty-four vehicles),
the parameters represented in Figure 2$ (haniely, in, Rpson ' • AS/Rj; ) order the
flight test transition data whereas all others described in Section 7 have failed. The
significance of the parameters described in this correlation can be stated as follows;
some characteristic of the ablating nose is creating a disturbrnce in the boundary
layer. This disturbance applifics such that at d distance AS downstream the turbulence
;; in the boundary layer grows so that the sensible heating to the surface departs from the
laminar level. The parameters that have been isolated here characterize this disturb-
• . ance. The Reynolds number represents some critical Reynolds number, while the
injectant rate m and a property of the gaseous constituents, say the molecular weight
28
\ of the ablative products, represents a measure of the disturbance*. The conclusions
and correlation developed with the flight data are in .complete agreement with the
_ trends observed in ground test pertaining to the sensitivity of transition to nose effects,
| and the insensitivity to frustum effects such as ablation.
__ After the initial effort was completed, resulting in the data collection of Table 4, some
| additional flight data on an ATJ nose-beryllium frustum vehicle with a 22° half cone
"" . angle was brought to the authors attention. @°) These data were also analyzed in the
same manner as discussed earlier and the results are presented in Fipure 28 (labeled
with the 22). The multiple points correspond to transition movement along the frustum.
One will note that excellent agreement with the resultant correlation is also noted.
Hence, it can be stated that this ordering of the data is not restricted to slender cones
as the original data collection would imply.
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The obvious question arises as to hon- one uses this correlation to establish the transi-
tion altitude of a vehicle, or the movement_pf transition along a vehicle. The altitude
variation of the nose rela'ed parameters, m, Res, RNeff must be determined with the
techniques described in Section 5. For the typical vehicle, this variation is shown in
Figure 29. As the vehicle re-enters the earth's atmosphere, the ablation of the nose
begins and increases monatonically with decreasing altitude down through peak heating
which generally occurs bel^'v the "transition" altitude. The apparent peaking in the
parameter m occurs because the denominator (i.e. , ( p u) „, Aref) increases at a
faster rate thereby causing the reversal of trend. As a result, the altitude variation
of m with Res becomes nominally parallel to the correlating level of Figure 28 (i.e. ,
either the curve labeled graphite or Teflon depending on the nose material). \Vhen the
critical length is reached (i.e., the value of AS corresponding to the vehicle length),
then transition will occur at the vehicle base. To further map transition movement
along the vehicle simply requires one to continue mapping the points along this trajec-
tory variation as AS decreases. Thus, the cross lines of AS/Rjj ,f become the linesI \ ' Gil
of critical importance to obtaining a transition altitude at a particular vehicle station.
One question pertaining to this corf elation which should be clarified pertains to the
arbitrary selection of a representative nose length, 2 RN'« That is, is this length
critical to the correlation? Or Would the length RN' or 3-5 R^' have been more sig-
nificant ? As mentioned earlier! this length was selected to represent that region of
the nose where the disturbances that affect transition are introduced. It was evident
that frustum effects should be de- emphasized, yet some character of the vehicle cone
angle was felt to be important in these results. For some limited points, this effect
I *It is recognized that these,specific parameters, m, RgS2 •» AS/R^j „, may not beN
the final ones. That some nose parameters are fundamental to identify transition is,
* however, undeniable.
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was investigated for « = RN' and 3RN'1 and the result is that the lines corresponding
to the Graphite and Teflon noses are not affected. All points in the nose region lie
along these two lines.
It is of interest to uote that vehicle bluntness effects are intrinsic to the resultant cor-
relation and need not be treated in any special manner. That this statement is valid
can best be illustrated by presenting the flight data in the format Res versus RCoo j\j
(Figure 30). The data fairing through the data of Stetson and Rushton(13) is repeated
from Figure 3. One will note that the data set includes both sharp and blunt classes
of vehicles.
To summarize our findings, it was found that boundary layer transition on the frustum
of re-entry vehicles can be .correlated with nose tip related parameters which repre-
sent disturbance elements (m, Re „ ), coupled with a length parameter (AS/R^ „)
whir'-, is required for this disturbance to affect a change in the laminar boundary layer
state. Although specific parameters were isolated te~develop a correlation, one can
state quite basically that boundary layer transition for re-entry vehicles is dependent
on the entry conditions (i.e., the trajectory), which effect m, Res, RN er> tne Initial
radius of the nose and the material with which it is fabricated which also affects m,
Rgg, RN.JJ-, and the size (length) of the vehicle, AS. All of these facets are required
to develop the correlating parameters.
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SECTION 9
CONCLUSIONS
f; The results of the analysis of fifty-five ballistic flight vehicles indicate that frustum
*- transition of re-entry vehicles appears to be nose tip dominated. Frustum related
parameters and materials apparently have a second order effect on transition. This
i implies that local viscous parameters on the frustum should not correlate flight test
*• - transition data, and in fact, they do not. Specific parameters relative to the nose tip
have been identified as the apparent dominant factors that characterize the transition
f phenomena and a correlation of the flight test data has been presented. This finding
'' is not to be construed as a general rule, applicable for all flight data. As the ablation
rate from the nose diminishes, or as transition approaches the nose other factors can
become important and may indeed dominate the process.
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TABLE 3. SPHERE-CONE R/V TRANSITION ALTITUDE
Nose
Material
ATJ
TFE/CP
TFE/CP
TFE/CP
TFE/CP
TFE/PR
CP
PR
TFE/CP
ATJ-S
Heat
Shield
Material
PR
PR
PR
CP
R6300
PR
PR
PR
CP
PR
Nose
Radius
(m)
0. 00952
0.0127
0.00952
0.0127
0.0127
0.00952
0.0127
0.00952
0.0127
\
1
0.00635! i
Transition Altitude (KM)
Base
Pressure
17.4
26.5
25.3
25.1
23.6
26. 2
25.0
22. 6
31.4
20.1
I
Reflectometer
-
26.2
26.2
24.9
24.4
25.3
25.1
23.9
28.0
20.1
Accel.
19.8
25.9
25.1
25.9
24.4
25.8
24.6
24.2
28.6
20.4
c
I
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TABLE 4A. VEHICLE SELECTION - TRANSITION STUDY
Frustum - Beryllium
Case
B01
B02
B03
B04
BOS
BOS
B07
BOS
B09
BIO
Bll
B12
B13
B14
B15
B16
B-iOl
B-102
B-103
Material
Nose
ATJ
ATJ
ATJ-S
ATJ
ATJ
Graph
A1T
Graph
ATJ-S
ATJ-S
ATJ
ATJ-S
SS
Steel
ATJ-S
SP
SP
ATJ
SP
ATJ
SP
PG
PG
PG
Frustum
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
Inconel
Copper
BE
BE
BE
BE
EE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BF
Transition
Altitude
(KM)
30.48
33. 38
37. 19
38.10
38.10
22.86
19.81
18.29
7.38
2o.47
28.96
30.48
15.24
27. 13
16.46
27.43
35.66
33.83
33. 83
GE/NASA
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Stuerke
et al
(Ref. 20)
AF-FDL
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
McCauley
(Ref. 2)
Aerospace
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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ITABLE 4B. VEHICLE SELECTION - TRANSITION STUDY
Fr. otum - Carbon Class
n
G
I
I
I
1
1
Cas«-
C01
C02
COS
C04
COS
C06
C-103
C-101
C-102
Material
Nose
PG
TFE/ATJ
ATJ
ATJ
ATJ
ATJ
ATJr-S
ATJ-S
VTJ-S
ATJ-S
ATJ-S
3DQP
CP
CP
H26 TCNT
H2O TCNT
H2O TCNT
PG
CP
TFE/CP
Frustum
PG
CP
CF
CP
CP
CP
CC +
Overlay
CC +
Overlay
CC +
Overlay
CC
CC
CP
cr
PG
Refract
CP
CP
PG
CP
CP
Transition
Altitude
(KM)
22. 56
19.51
7.47
10.97
26.21
19.31
37; 19
26,82
32.31
GE/NASA
X
X
X
X
X
x
X
X
X
Stuerke
et al
(Ref. 20)
AF-FDL
X
X
X
McCauley
(Ref. 2)
Aerospace
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
1
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TABLE 4C. VEHICLE SELECTION - TRANSITION STUDY
F-ustum - PR, SP, 3DQP
Case
SOI
S02
S03
S04
SOS
S07
SOB
S09
S10
S-101
S-102
3-103
S-104
S-105
S-106
S-107
S-108
Material
Nose
ATJ
ATJ
ATJ
ATJ
ATJ
CP
SP
ATJ
ATJ-S
ATJ-S
ATJ-S
3DQP
3DQP
TFE/CP
TFE/SP
TFE/CP
TFE/CP
TFE/SP
ATJ
Frustum
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
SF
TWSP
SP
SP
SP
SP
3DQP
QP
SP
TWSP
TWCP
TWCP
TWSP
PR
Transition
Altitude
(KM)
28.35
25.0
28.96
32.31
24.84
22.56
20.73
21.03
3i,. 97
27.43
34.14
26. 21
25.30
23.77
25.60
25.91
35.6$
GE/NASA
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Stuerke
et al
(Ref. 20)
AF-FDL
X
X
McCauley
(Ref. 2)
Aerospace
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
I
,1
ij
0
li
i
T
[
I
I
1
I
1
I
I
I
TABLE 4D. VEHICLE SELECTION - TRANSITION STUDY
Frustum - Teflon (Low Temp. ABL.)
Case
T01
T02
T03
T04
T05
TOG
T07
T08
T10
T-101
Material
Nose
Tfe
Tfe
Tfe
ATJ
Tfe
Tfe
Tfe
Tfe
ATJ-S
ATJ-S
Tfe
Frustum
Tfe
Tfs
Tfe
Tfe
Tfe
Tfe
Tfe
Tfe
Tfe
Tfe
Tfe
Transition
Altitude
(KM)
39. 62
31.09
36.88
34.14
29. 17
38.71
38.40
38.71
28. 96
35. 05
GE/NASA
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Stuerke
et al
(Ref. 20)
AF-FDL
X
X
X
McCauley
(Ref. 2)
Aerospace
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
1
I
I
I
I
I
I.
I
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0.00635 m R
MACH = 21.5
ALTITUDE « 38 KM
MACH = 21.5
ALTITUDE = 38 KM
x = 1. 59 m
ENSBL
VIZAAD
x= ".68 m
ENSBL
VIZAAD
6
m
4. 27~2
3.84~3
5. 46~3
4.94"°
a*
m
• /
3. 35~3
3.26~3
)
-3
4.24
w*
6
m
-41.50
-41.73
2. 01~4
*-4
2.16
/
RP
s
8.92+6
8,10+6
1.43*7
t.40+7
u
e
m/sec
6827.
6827.
6827.
6827.
•q 2
watts/m
5.92+5
6.52+5
4.51*5
5.03+5
M
e
12.93
12.52
L..74
.12.62
TABLE 5. COMPARISON OF LOCAL PROPERTIES FROM ENSBL/VIZAAD
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n
D
f,
Q&BOUT FRAME
loo » 10-4 FT/SI.C.
k - KM
IP- X 10--1! N/l|2
P « 102| - K«/»3
T .- 'K
(II /.Ml I 10'7
b,- KFT
»•- Ul/Fi-
P x 103 U1M/FT3
« - f 10-" FT/S1.C.
T- 'R
(", . /FT) x lu"'
R,., Ux 10-«
M-'
h, - KM
(P- x lo-s) - N/M2
P X 102| KC/M3
u - - M/SEC
(B»./M)xlO-'
11,-KFT
P. - LB/FT2
P X 103 LBJI.'FT3
u . x J0"< FT/SEC
T- -R
|K,._/FT)X 10^
Mr
1101
a
Mii*
. l.»W
1.C79
227.
.6«4
100.
22. t6
1.046
1.I-76
409. *
2.0-i
4.743
19.91
Sill
O
28.35
1.534
2.377
e.«7
225.
1.114
93.
32.04
1.484
2.255
405.
3.395
8.572
22.88
W2
D
33.3s
.726
1.091
232.
.502
10J.S
15.17
.01
. 4. 013
22.69
S02
O
25.0
4.014
7.05
1.M4
1-2.0
53.29
:.5o«
2.314
5.9M
15.04
23.70
Son 11(14 B05 flue h07 110^  UII9 ItlO 1(11 C12 1113 1114 11 15
C
.122
».i!7
.379
1.2te<>
Sl.l
O
J.162
4-.J2
W.
2*. 23
I.ZiO
2.239
4tK..
J.'Wl
O
.372
7.7'9
. X.!02
441.
.7023
2.M13
21. (.7
S(I4
O
.-49
1.2-J2
6.01
229.
.591
106.
17.74
2.235
412.
1.B02
4.550
22.50
0 C
.529 1...22
U5.
7.7C9
.3.1.1
2.247
44.,
.7H15
2. K'4
3.5
2. 1 -
21.-; ---.a
S05
0
24. P4
2.6U
4.112
f .71
221.
1.904
51.5
54.57
2.567
2.20
5.605
6.289
22.55
.-,.:
X
22.56
3.713
5.906
2.C5?
74.
77.56
3.657
2.120
3.102
S.777
21.7S
C
».lu:
1)5.
113.9
5.72
l.T'JU
Wl.
10.75
C
1.629
6.36
(i«.
1.SS
14.54
.SOB
O
20.73
1.932
7.977
217.
3.52
68.0
103.0
4.940
2.080
391.
10.73
11.624
21.49
SI9
O
21.03
-;.7t>6
7.535
6.07
2 IB.
3.202
. 69. «
96.-.
4.704
1.990
332.
9.761
10.57
20.54
z
3.«1
24.2
M4.
35.3
0.323
7.7V3
S1
''_J
O
35.97
.501
.730
6.32
239.
.3110
I1X.
10. :.;
.456
2.073
430.
.9105
3.642
20.36
C
23. 47
5. M6
J.03
77.
67.3
l.r-0
7.;39
B j x "] a •
2. II..' 1.TI1
...,.''" j '
.71H
33.
29.2
1.35
1.570
4(*.
2. 14f.
S101
27.43
1.701
2.739
6. el
224.
1.277
90.
36.78
1.710
2.235
403.
3.«92
4.CS7
2C.74
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TABLE 7A. CALCULATED LOCAL FLOW
PROPERTIES ON THE FRUSTUM
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TABLE 8. CORRELATION ATTEMPTS BASED ON FRUSTUM CONDITIONS
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N. B, Numbers in Table refer to Figure number in text which shows correlation attempt.
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TABLE 9A. CALCULATED LOC-vL FLOW
PROPERTIES IN THE NOSE REGION
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TABLE 10. CORRELATION ATTEMPTS BASED ON NOSE TIP CONDITIONS
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N.B. Numbers in Table refer to Figure number in text which shows correlation
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